CROSS OVER SERVICE 31 DECEMBER 2011 FROM 3PM INTO 2012
(6PM) AT LOGOSRHEMA CENTRAL ASSEMBLY ACCRA
PROPHETIC WORDS FOR 2012 PART 1 (REV ABU BAKO)
Communities are receiving deliverances right now, some tribes, some
clans, some cities, some nations are receiving deliverances. Yes some of
you might be receiving individual things but basically the main thing for
this little short time was for the purpose of community deliverances. That
is why the heavens are to declare the glory of God so that the earth is filled with
the knowledge of the glory of God as the water covers the sea so that every part
of earth will know the depths of the glory of God right now.
There are things people will not enter into the year 2012. Therefore
we declare those the things that You have removed to be rolled BACK into
the old year let it go with them. We declare that done O God according to
Your own word and that which you showed.
Tonight is an appointment with destiny because God has an appointment
with every one of us here. Why would anybody want to hold a service today and
at this time? Because when it comes to God He works with times and seasons.
When it comes to the aspect of times and seasons it is when you
understand the times then you know what you ought to do. If you don’t
understand the times you don’t know what you ought to do. That is why we
have 1 Chron 12:32.
To tell you the truth It was rather when I checked out and obeyed
certain things that He now began telling me about Nigeria specific things
specific about the month of January and February and the March being a
break or make month for Nigeria. I was saying that to say this when we rightly
discern the times we know what we ought to do so when He says move you will
move where He want you to move. But 2012 is not limited to strategic
positioning for impact and influence. It is still applicable. Many things are
happening. 2012 is the year of governance and not just because its 2012.
At end of the day its not every part of the world that has 2012. The
Ethiopian calendar is different the Chinese calendar is different the Islamic
calendar is different the Buddhist calendar is different the Hindu calendar is
different. So its not necessarily every part of the world is saying 2012 but this is
most widespread because that is where the people wanted to remember the
LORD with. And because they put BC and AD then God allowed that according to
the times of men.
Ecclesiastes 3 you know from v1-17 says there is a time and season for
everything. He makes all things beautiful in his time V17 he has set eternity in
the heart of men etc…
But the point we are making is since there is a time and season for
everything then God as much as He is not bound by our own kind of time deals
with us within time.
I heard God clearly on that - He said he is going to teach us to make the
clock work for you. How to make days and calendars work for you how to
make seasons work for you. There are three different altars God wants us
to raise tomorrow you will be taught to raise them on monthly basis so that
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every family that raises the altars would be ushered into that level of strategic
impact and influence. There will be altars that will be personal, family and
corporate altars. Under corporate there are different things that will happen.
When we get there I will l share that with you in a moment. I wanted you to
know that there is a room for time and that is the reason why we know
Galatians 4 especially v10 says we should not end up allowing the
observation of times observing times is different from understanding the
times. Col 2:16-18 you must involved with these things; let no man enslave
you because of these things so you don’t end up being judged according to
those things. However God said you should understand the times so you know
what to do. 1Chron12:32.
Could that be reason Luke 12:32 says fear not little children for it is the
Father’s pleasure to give you the kingdom. Maybe it might help if I give you Jer
8:6. God is talking about His people how they do not seem to understand times. I
hearken and heard that they spake not aright no man repented of his wickedness
saying what have I done. Yea the stork in the heaven knows her appointed time….
You need to know what time you are living in. do you know the time you
are in? Do you know the season? If you don’t understand the season you will end
up with a challenge. Some women heard that God said it’s the year he is
doing something special releasing women.
2012 is going to a wonderful year but precisely because of that we will
not rush in without knowing where we are going.
Jer 8:7; yea the stork in the heaven knows her appointed times. Do you
remember Galatians 4:10. According to Exodus 12;1-2 God said when would the
beginning of the year.
Gen 1:1-evening and morning the first day (v5). What did God use for
marking time in terms of day? There was evening and then there was morning
the first day.
Now in terms of the morning and evening it means it began the day with
the evening and the morning. But it means before the evening from 3pm to 6pm
because 6pm is the beginning of the next day.
Evening is usually then last watch of the day and the first watch of the
night. So its 3pm and 9pm and the middle part of that is 6pm. That is why
people have taken that; from about 4pm people will start saying Good evening.
You are in the evening. It is the link point between the night watch and the day
watch. The evening and morning and the first day.
It means that the evening began the day and the spring point is the
6pm. But the evening is the end of the previous day into the beginning of
the next day, then you want to possess the gates of 2012 from God’s
perspective not man’s perspective and creation. To begin with I am not
even crossing over, I am possessing the gates. And please do not go and say
Pr. Abu says those who are doing crossover and Passover are doing wrong. I said
I am possessing the gates because what Jesus said to me was that He is
building an Ecclesia, an assembly of people who are law makers and
culture makers and they are gate possessors. That is why the gates of hell
shall not prevail against the Ecclesia
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When God was speaking to Abraham in Gen 22:17; If God is blessing
you and showing you the way to really express that blessing is by
possessing gates
If you possess the gates of time you will end up being one of the most
blessed people. Time happens to all. So now God wants you to possess the
right gate. Because if you want to handle a stream ,a river, where should
you go and heal it? from midstream? You go to the spring. Is that not what
happened to Elisha in 2King 2:19. They had to pour salt from the
watershed.
God wants His people to take over because of the strategic nature of the
year 2012 because a lot of things to do about governance will come. I shall
read a few things to you.
God said He will teach us how to make the clock work for us. He will
teach us how to make the calendar work for us. He will teach us how to
make days work for us.
Each watch is 3 hours since there are 12 hour sin daytime. How do you get
that? From John 8:9. He said are there not 12 hours in a day? Therefore you
would work… in the first watch, that means Exo 14:24-26 they all it the last
watch of the night and in the case of matt14:25-26 this time he says he came in
the last watch of the night. Morning. That is the 4th watch. Being the 4th watch it
means since that is the 4th watch then in the 12 hours is 3 hours. 1st watch will
be 6am to 9am. So first hour will be 7am 2nd hour is 8am.. Jesus was crucified in
the 3rd hour which is 9am.
But then you know the second watch will be 9-12noon. At the 6th hour that
is 12noon darkness came. The hour of prayer is end of the 3rd watch 12-3pm.
Certain people have been keeping that evening sacrifice and that is the time
Elijah was led to bring judgement on gods of Baal and Ashtoreth. So their
prophets were dealt with at that time. Could it be this year that God will bring
judgement upon those gods?
At the hour of prayer being 3pm some versions say that, then we came at
the hour of prayer between 3pm and 6pm that Jesus changed history. Because
He was crucified between 9am and by the time it was getting to 6pm they had to
remove His body. The Sabbath day was to begin. So God reckons time, evening
and morning
So because of that we have come to possess the gates of 2012 from God’s
recognition of the time we came to the spring, the watershed by beginning from
the hour of prayer (3pm) to pray into the gate of the new year (6pm). So now we
are coming to possess and we have already entered 2012 as far as God is
concerned. Some are waiting for pope Gregory to tell them when they should
enter at 12 midnight.
I don’t have time to got into the time of 12midnight and the mystery of 12
midnight because it is usually at 12mignight and 3am that deep sleep falls
upon men. According to Matt 25 while men slept the enemy sowed tares. So its
precisely because He want you to celebrate his sowing of tares. May God
deliver His people in Jesus name.
Jer 8:6-7 this is where Nigeria is
Jeremiah 8:6-7. I have hearken and heard from tonight speech will be
realigned with God’s original purpose for you so you will speak aright
because you will know what God will say at any particular time.
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When you speak you will speak a word in season. I am talking about
Isaiah 50:4 I receive the grace the anointing, I receive the ability I receive
the stirring, I receive the activation to speak a word in season in the name
of Jesus and in line with psalm 81:10 I will fill my mouth with the words of
Jesus.
The LORD has given me the tongue of the Learned that I should know to
speak a word in season to him that is weary. He wakeneth me morning by
morning. He wakeneth my ear to hear with the .. of the learned
When it comes to speaking the word there will be the word in season.
So many scriptures are flying left right and centre. If you understood that
then you know even your speech should be seasoned with salt (Col).
Jer 8:6-. I hearken and heard they spoke not aright but from this night
you speak aright. You are sitting into position.
The year 2011 was the year of shaking shifting sifting shaking and
repositioning. Now he is saying you are being strategically position for
impact and influence among other things for 2012. It means there are thing
that are supposed to be blown over you including trumpets for you to be
enthroned. Normally when the kind so being enthroned there is blowing of
trumpets. So tomorrow God helping us if we have enough time we will be
able to get into that because we talk of the three basic things that will be
like altars you will raise unto God on a monthly basis. God will cause angels
to literally blow trumpets over your life. But we will touch on some of that
tonight that is the first page here. So we can do some things and see what God
will do.
V7 The stork turtle and crane cannot be better than me in the name of
Jesus. I declare they will not be better than you. You will know your
appointed time and season and when its time to move. You will know when
it is time to sit still.
God may have sent you there like he sent Elijah to the brook Cherith. He is
the same God who says its time to move. Go to widow of Zarephath. He said
when it was time to show himself to Ahab He said, go to Ahab and go in spite of
the fact that this time the crucible of oil has not filled the barrel had not failed.
There is nothing about wheat or oil or anything that has faith. DON’T ALWAYS
LOOK FOR THE SAME SIGNS. The first time the brook dried and the ravens
stopped bringing food.
Ravens are stingy scavengers. Most ravens even among themselves do not
share foods sometimes you need to study what you see in the bible. Those are
the ones He said, I have commanded them to feed you. If it is required that
ravens this year to feed me no matter how stingy they are they will end up
feeding me.
That is why He said you think I can command only birds to do things like
that? They know the times of migration I will talk to the human beings who don’t
seem to know. She (widow of Zarephath) thought she was dying is the time God
decided, I shall preserve you but before I preserve you give room first.
2012 is the year God will cause men to give you. There are thing God
will cause people to give and it shall be painful but its for the purpose of
their own preservation.
They know their appointed times and the turtle and quail and swallow but
my people don’t know the judgement of the LORD. If you understand season you
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understand the judgement of the LORD. God said He will teach us how to
have calendar work for us
The LORD said its the year 2012 is the year of specificity, productivity
and creativity, it was very important for us to realign with his original blue
print for us. Because that is how seriously he wants everyone to take things
with him we must be timeless in everything we do in terms of timeliness.
Something comes in my spirit at around 11.33am yesterday and He
mentioned somebody’s name specifically; one the young men and said I am
going to reconstruct, reconfigure, reconstitute, overhaul and recondition
his heart and life. Then I was saying God You were showing me some things
and You stopped me in the middle. And He said, there are many I would do
that for if only they would bring their hearts to me to work on. That means
I can read it that you understand there are any are areas that apply to you
bring your life for him to now rearrange everything and realign it.
He said, I will reconstruct, reconfigure reconstitute, overhaul and
recondition his heart and life [So it could be her heart and life]. He said
there is a TYPE. He would do that with that particular young man but will
do with MANY PEOPLE. Why? Because of what he is saying. It is time to
realign your life with My blueprint for you personally, and also in keeping
with the times and season you are in.
Then He said because of that there is need for greater devotion, greater
commitment, greater passion in short DISCIPLINE. You need a more
disciplined life.
He said, because I gave you opportunity and you did not take it I am
giving you the last opportunity for you to pray and fast on the day of your
birth and come together. He said on the day of your birth you fast from
6pm the previous day to 6pm the following day and come for the prayer
meet the day before because you are possessing the gates of the day of your
birth i.e. the weekday when you were born.
But he says it is important to do that because there is life he want to
release and we are already late on releasing the level of life but because of
his mercy he is giving us the last chance so don’t mess it up this time.
One scripture He gave that is very important is Rev 8;3-6, Is it some saints?
No it is to all. One of the altars will be the altar of incense which is the prayer
time at personal level family and corporate levels. There will be another altar
and then there shall be the last one. In fact some of the thing He wants to do
tomorrow those of you that want a memorial before the LORD you ask Him what
He wants you to bring as a memorial. When we get to aspect of Rev 11:10 he
says the 7 thunders that speak the mystery that nobody can discover
concerning your life there might be some things that link up with Num
10:10 and then also the aspect of other scripture like that like numbers 28
etc..
Did you know that the moment these things happen, God was writing
a memorial for everyone whose prayers were being mixed here. Actually
the trumpets were sounding the coming of the answer.
When it was time for Jericho to be taken how many trumpets? How many
priests? On the 7th day how many day did they have to go round? 7 times and on
which count were they to blow the trumpet? 7th.
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Did you know tonight is the night of release for the women? Some
things are about to be released.
In 2012 He is releasing women in their space it is the year of Esther
Deborah and Lydia and each of one of them is going to take the strategic
position that they will end up being made wealthy including becoming
billionaires. There will be quite a few billionaires beginning with women
and if you do not start I shall come and overtake some of you.
Rev 10:1-4 I was asking which verses? I knew out of v4. Others I felt in my
spirit may be for tomorrow. We take v1-2 and v304. Read together.
And I saw another mighty angel… in case you did not get the first one in
Rev 8 there will be increased angelic activity in 2012 over your life. Angels
will literally blow trumpets over certain aspect of your life. That is why its
important for you to raise the 3 altars the LORD said we should raise.
I saw another angel…. Book. Sat his right foot upon the sea and left foot on
the earth… And cried with a loud voice as when a lions roars… seven thunders
uttered their voices. (tongues). When you know the mystery of the voice of
the seven thunders, when they start speaking into your life, then there will
be a mystery about your life nobody can pattern.
That is why there will come a time where nobody will understand
where I am coming from and where I am going. Not only in terms of the
nature of the wind, because the things speaking into my life you cannot get
them. God has said “seal”.
Did you understand that? it means there are certain things that no
matter how much you search if you go to God He won’t tell you because He
is the One who said “seal. “ May God bring you to a place where your life has
some secret which are only with God
This will be the beginning because from 2012 to 2016 God said that
period that there are certain things that will become patterns from many
nations of the world including the continent of Africa providing patterns
for other continent and nations.
He specifically said in the area of education in the areas of governance
and economy these three areas. God said over and over there will be
hiccups. Hiccups, hiccups. Hiccups in 2012, economically, politically and
also weather-wise, and the only solution to those hiccups will be THE water
that comes directly through His people. So out of our bellies shall start to
flow these rivers of living water.
He said that the seven thunders uttered their voices. It means every
thunder has its own voice. They uttered their voices and when the seven
thunders have uttered their voices, I was about to write and I heard a voice from
heaven saying unto me… seal up these things… and write them not.
It means even there are things that any time you think of something
there is an eavesdropping spirit that comes to eavesdrop and hear you
talking even you and God then they carry and go and tell people and they
begin to fight against you. This time around because of the seal.
Are you not tired that you make a plan and then you see somebody else has
done it? Are you not tired of your prayer that every near-success syndrome I
come against it. There is no such thing as anybody knowing whatever God wants
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to do concerning your life unless God want them to know so they try and still not
succeed.
Angel lifted up his hand to the heaven what did he see? He swore by him
that liveth forever and ever who created a heaven and things therein are and
things and sea and things therein that there should be time no longer. (there will
no longer be any delay). I don’t think some of you understand.
But even the delay aspect I want to thank you for there is no more
delay for me. There is not a single moment I shall be delayed. Because by the
voice of the 7 trumpet and the voices of the 7 thunder and the voices of the 7
horns of the Lamb and the voices of the 7 eyes of the Lamb (do eyes hear? Yes
there are things that speak) let the mystery of the secret place of the Most High
speak into your life let the mystery speak into your life let the mystery of 7 eyes
of the Lamb letter very aspect of the 7 horns of the Lamb speak into your life. In
Jesus Name.
God said concerning politics, no matter what I will give elections that will
bring me glory in the midst of agitations and apprehensions I will bring
peace. That is for Ghana. If you see agitations and apprehensions. Don’t
worry.
I remember at least there is somebody here who was with me when that
we were asked to pray during the last election and I prayed. I said I will travel
but will come back before the second round that we need to pray that god will hp
us to properly midwife the second round. And the people were saying there is
no second round we shall win first round in Jesus name. I said, So I say sorry it’s
okay we will see. And without proper mid-wifing because first round somebody
said since pastor Abu left that there will be trouble. I said when there will be
trouble I will come back. I said I will come back before the second round and I
did. And I see… then
I am saying that in case you see any agitation and apprehension don’t
worry. Now that I have set your minds at rest in Ghana can we finish and pray?
Numbers 1:10 and Numb 28:11. In the days of your gladness and your
solemn day and the beginning of your months you will blow your trumpets over
your….
So beginning with tomorrow at the begin of the months every at least
first day of the week, in the month we will bring a special offering. So on a
daily basis, weekly basis whatever God is asking you to put aside that
particular offering which will be an altar to God financial beaus certain
things will happen financially. In fact let me say here in terms of shakings
God said He will intensify the shakings of the nations in many respects
including the shaking of the sea and the belly of the earth. .
Financially there will be a weakening of the west. Because He said
hiccups, you watch and see the fourth maybe 2 or 3 months you will see
America rising and then dropping like that. its just because of hiccups.
They may be to you for a memorial before your God. I am the LORD your God.
Now imagine the LORD said in this particular case he will cause the angels
to blow trumpets over your offering. This is more serious now I have made
up my mind, LORD whatever You want us to do as family you will do. And
the aspect You said we do this time consistently the aspect of breaking
bread once a week as a family in 2012 I am going to make sure this time we
do not miss it whatever the case. Maybe on that day we shall set aside that
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weekly offering from our family so at the beginning of the next month it has
come. Everyone no matter how small as a child will bring a memorial
before your God. I am the LORD your God. Like I said for You to know I was not
just writing things I wrote only the things He told me. Even when He came to
chapter 20 its here now I am getting to know the specific verses He said - up to
v7 I said Okay. I had known verse 4. I am not going to impress you. If I don’t
know I don’t know. .
Numb 28;11 then we will do Rev 11:15-19 and finish with Jer 8:7- and I will
be ready to hand over so we can move on.
I will pray over the ladies, your release is here. There is been a small
surprise package for the men. I did that on purpose to see how many men will
come when they see that the women are going to be released. One of the things
God said was that these men who are here will release the wives.
Tomorrow’s aspect will be because of those altars we are raising. Tonight
will be general then there is specificity productivity and creativity. Men
how are her releasing their wives will be releasing them from the position
to make champions out of them. it means if you are not married if you are
ready to release some women tonight God will do something’s for you until
the time you are married. That means as it were God will cause some
women to be released into position so they produce a champion out of you.
Jeremiah 31:22. The word for man was not ish, nithim or adam, but Gibbor which
means champion. Numb 28:11a. the beginnings of the month you shall offer a
burnt offering got he LORD. In this particular case they are taking about bullocks.
Because He gave that it shall be at the beginning of the month we will do that.
God helping us tomorrow be sure to be on time.
So its very important that we make sure that everything is covered because
I am sure at least we should touch highlights on every continent tomorrow.
Highlight in a few key nations tomorrow. Including china and how God will
begin to shake china. That is by the way.
That is why I say in the beginning of the month every month if you want to
do whatever you came from I am giving instructions by God’s grace from
logosrhema anywhere. And its not limited to community assembly but every
other directorate. If you are part of it you must make sure you do the beginning
of the month because there are things that will come out for you so I don’t need
to beg you for what is for your good.
Revelations 11:15-19. When the 7th angel sounds what will happen? He
said the mystery of God will be finished. What is the mystery of God? the mystery
of the kingdom. Fear not for it’s the father pleasure to give you the kingdom. He
says to them I speak in parables that is Matt 13. The first one was Luke 12:32. He
said to me them I speak in parable but to you I speak in plain language because it
has been given to you the mystery of the kingdom.
What He is saying in essence is when the kingdom is being veiled you
will know. It is the Father’s pleasure to give you the kingdom and this Is the
year of the kingdom and you are taking your position to rule with God in
the affairs of men. In the kingdom. In the name of the LORD Jesus. This is in
the future.
Yes. But according to Hebrews 6 there are those who can taste of the
power so the age to come. So this is the season of tasting of the powers of
the age to come.
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Africa is going to fashion out new patterns. Can I tell you the application
to you? When you do those things that God said you do in 2012 any area
where the kingdoms of this world that were supposed to be possess and
recovered or restored, you know, to God through you, you will literally go
and take them back. So the trumpet remember I said 7 trumpets? We said
the voices of the 7 thunders to speak? Now each one has its own function.
So the 7th trumpet sounded and there were great voices in heaven. One
trumpet many voices. By the way each time an angel sounds something and
there are voices speaking, there is a release of an army from the altar. Do
you hear what I said? Each time the angels are assigned to do certain things and
voices speak especially if there is an altar involved there is a voice from the altar
and the voice comes from many places and directions and its supposed to release
an army from that altar.
Rev 9:13-16.. No its one voice that the four horns are all repeating. The
voice of the LORD is upon the waters. The sixth angel… bound in the great
river…. Year to slay the forth part of men… 200,000,000 mounted troops alone.
Before we talk about foot soldiers from one voice from the altar.
May God give you understanding because it means if you take some of the
things God is saying seriously people will wonder. They will says there is
something you are doing that is hidden. That thing inside they will not know that
it is God is arising on your behalf and his enemies are going to be scattered.
For psalms we have psalm 45, psalm 72, Psalm 97, Psalm 99, and as
much as I know we have not gotten to all there is. Psalm 98 will be a psalm
for you to pray for your governance and if you have a president you pray
both psalm 98 and psalm 72 for the person as often as you can. If you have
access to any president try and give these to them.
I remember God said something concerning the president of Nigeria
Goodluck Jonathan and the things he need to do If Nigeria wants to see the
end of boko haram. If you are in security system we can let them know that
there is need for repentance.
He said Nigeria January and February will be trying but the month of
March will be make or break month. There is need to call for national
repentance and solemn assembly with fasting and the LORD will arise and
deal with the pharaoh and Haman in the same month. Sannecharib shall
also be dealt with in course of time. Pharaoh and Haman are different but
Sannacherib is the one that invades lands and he is sent back to his country
and is destroyed there. So there are three forces at work here. We have
pharaohs we have Haman’s and we have sannecharibs. Three forces.
When it comes to aspect of pharaoh you know he has to always be in
charge in case of Haman he want to make sure that he destroyed others whom he
sees as competition or threats. And Sannacherib are those who invade lands to
try and set up their own dominion. All these three will be dealt with in Nigeria.
God said Goodluck Jonathan must repent and give God the glory that
is due to him publicly as he dedicates Himself to doing God’s will, God will
have mercy and also heal him physically.
Then the last sentence there will not be a civil war. Some people are
crying for civil war and are crying civil war into place and some are saying
Sudan, some are saying all kinds of things. And there are drumming in the
realm of the spirit calling for war. I hear even yahoo or one of those
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internet sites started saying that this is a group trying to create a
religiously inspired civil war. Who told them told them civil war?
And God said to me though the drums calling for civil war there will
not be a civil war but there is the need for the nation to call for national
repentance, a solemn assembly and then the president should repent
publicly and give God his rightful place. That means anywhere he had not
given God His rightful place He should do it.
Those from Nigeria you make sure you let him know. I would try my
best to also send one or two of the corporate to one or two of our friends in
Nigeria and I know God has spoken to them also. It may be different but our
little quota we shall give to them and they can see how they can handle
that.
There was 99 then psalm 125. There are other psalms that were
specific but these five Psalm are the ones for the whole of 2012. 45, 72, 97,
99, 125.
The kingdom of this world have become the… and worshipped God. This
actually will cause some men and women to fall and worship God. There
have been thrones that have been shaking the world that God will bring
down at least 2 of them in 2012 and others by latest 2015. That has been
sorted out. So don’t worry because there are those which are to come for
purpose of fulfilling the end time prophecies. But they will be weakened
first before they are now released.
I remember I was asking God but Europe for example is supposed to
fulfil some things so why are You allowing it to be weak? He said actually it
was because of the weakness that when the devil the dragon actually came
and gave his power to the beast that now they stood in awe because there
had been a mortal wound.
Jeremiah 8: everyone turn to his course as the horse rush into battle and
the stock.. appointed times and the turtle and crane… time of their migration or
coming but my people know not the judgment of the LORD. From today God is
going to grant you an inner alarm.
The kingdom does not come by observation but it’s within. Luke
17:20 so now God said He will give you an internal alarm system and that is
what we are about to release. Now its making sense why God wants to release
the women first because there is something about the internal indicator and
alarm system.
I have asked God what did the women do. Everything is women,
women. I don’t pretend. 2012 is this and that for women. 2012 will be year for
Esther Deborah and Lydia. Women will take charge in government and
economy. Women will arise and deliver nations. The move first took place
in Africa and Asia and then to other parts of the world. God will strengthen
the hand of women because of the governance that will take place.
Women will begin to shot up in different places and because of all this,
attacks will come economically financial maritally and politically but thank
God you are warned so that you know when you are strategically position
even if the attacks came you would come out victorious.
Anything that has sat upon every women shall be overthrown. God is
about to raise billionaires beginning with women.
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2012 will be a year of being moved into place. God will send special
angels to take care of the women and you already heard about the angels .
There needs to be a total release upon the women. Men who had not
fully released their wives need to release them fully.
2012 is not only a year of governance but where Africa will begin to
shine at levels where no man had thought of before. People will want to
know why especially from the west and few from the east. God will raise a
standard. He that has honoured God will be honoured.
2012 will be year of divine favour that God will allow in order for you
to rule. There will be favour that will cause people to give to you. I already
said that earlier on. It is a year where the Lydia will arise but this will arise
people to come to the place of prayer and become and live a life of prayer.
Do not listen to the possible voice of distraction even if its internal. The
state of prayer in your spirit heart and emotions is what is needed.
Many people who people thought they would be perpetually in power
will give way. There are 3 prominent leaders who will fall by the end of the
year. (This was on 11:11:11. You can see how many have fallen already.
Latest by 1st quarter of 2012. Two of these are from the continent of Africa.
On the 13th of Nov Italian prime minster resigned which was 2 days after
that particular prophecy.
This is a season for people to enter the rest of God. You enter your rest
in Jesus name.
Now at this juncture I want to pray over the people I want all the women to
stand now and if there is enough space for you come forward.
So what are we releasing you into? Your specificity, your productivity
your creativity that the reconfiguration, reconstruction, reconfiguration,
reconstitution, over hauling and reconditioning of your hearts and lives
may take place tonight for what God want to do in the coming season. Are
you become one of the best the world ahs ever seen in Jesus Name we
declare by the decree of the LORD
But for the Arab spring God said on the 20th Nov 2010, that in 2 to 3
years time He was going to change the face of the Middle East. So transform
it bring such a revival you can not even recognize it as the same Middle East
they don’t know the Middle East they know today was all Christian before.
So in the same vein some children will ask their fathers, was this Islamic
before?
What God said was so that you know I am serious about this, because
He said His people should get strategically positions for the harvest, in 2-3
months time, I will start the process of change and transformation which
you could call a revolution.
And honestly I tell you the truth before God there are people here John and
others who were with me in Korlebu when we tried to use the polycone
equipment to address the people in Jordan and the prophecy came while we
were speaking electronically into Jordan. I did not have a clue that the revolution
literally meant physical revolution. People called it revolution.
Secondly, He said in 2-3 months that will begin, so that you know I am
serious, within actually He said within the next 2 to 3 weeks I would bring
signs in the physical which men call natural disasters floods fires, you
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know landslides storms and you will be in 3 middle eastern country and
one north African country within the net 2 to 3 weeks.
The last one He said, so that you know I am serious within the next 7-8
days I will do something unusual in Saudi Arabia. And this was 20th of
November. By 27 November in 2010 there were landslide and floods in
Mecca and that place is not flood plain from 1900 to date. I went to the net
just about 2 months ago and saw that.
When we got to Egypt at casa El Dobora church they were saying to us,
that it does not even rain there. And she has been working on the fulfilment
of the prophecy. It flooded 3 times so that God shall show He is not by some
accident. The Mecca. So by the way, when God want to say something it
may look ordinary tonight but God is saying you are being released. He
knows the extent of the outcome of the simple act of obedience tonight.
This is a very serious thing tonight. If I had my way I would have called
every head pastor wife to be here but who am I.
If I start telling them now they say, pastor Abu thinks…. So those I
could speak to I spoke to and said to the others maybe what you can do is
release your own there leave it at that if you cannot send them here. when
God said they will start lining up for visas at our embassies and we shall see
the sign by the end of this year latest 2012, that was about 3 years ago. It
sounded crazy.
Many Portuguese are now also lined up for jobs in Angola. So only God
knows how many people are applying for jobs. If they told you in 2009, the
things that God said would come to pass would you have believed? Some of you
still line up fro visa at the embassies. God is serious about thee things. By the
grace of God and unless is did not hear from God’s tonight some of you will be
ushered into certain level of operation with mystery of God over your life. Some
of you will wonder where are these things coming from?
Prophetic Prayer
Father even so, because you have spoken its not man, I cannot do anything
but you can, I declare as these women have obeyed, and come to you, o by the
way there are some infants that have not been brought yet. Every female is not
only full grown but every female so the brothers who have a child that is a female
that need to be brought bring the female. If you don’t have the child here, and
you want to stand for the child maybe you should present the child figuratively
to God. every females are to be release tonight as many as are presented before
God.
Therefore LORD I declare this night the release of your people. I release
every female in obedience. I command every female here to come out to come
out of every hole, of every pit, every prison house, every limitation, every single
constriction in the name of Jesus Christ and declare ushered and released into
your specificity, productivity your creativity, in the name of Jesus.
I declare a reconstruction, beginning now in your lives, I declare you
reconfigured, you are from this say reconstituted by God. You are overhauled,
you are reconditioned your heart and life to line up with Gods original blue
print for your life. In Jesus Name.
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Not only for women but also for men in this place I declare from this night
you shall go to your place in God in life in this season in this generation and from
this night you enter another level of operation according to God’s plan and
purpose. Let God arise and let his enemy be scattered. Let His foes flee before
him as wax melted before the fire so let the wicked perish in the presence of the
LORD in Jesus Name.
Let the altar of God over your life begin to speak and I declare linked up
now with the golden altar before His throne in Jesus Name. I declare from this
day that the waters that are supposed to came over your life will call forth the
waterspout from God’s deep calls unto deep let the deep in God speak to the
deep in you in Jesus Name. I declare deep call unto deep now in Jesus name. call,
call, call. O God arise we give You praise and glory LORD we know its is done
according to the original plan and purpose.
Father since you said that husband will raise their wives, those who do not
have husbands corporately we release them. We declare tonight those that have
husband but are not here are released into their place. LORD you said there are
some that the husbands will come running asking for forgiveness. I declare that
fastened upon everyone that word is meant for now in Jesus Name. I fasten this
word upon the heaven the height above upon the angelic realm the heavenly
host the sun moon stars highest heaven the water above the heaven.
I declare that word fastened over every part of creation. Including the
earth, the water here on earth the inhabitant of the water the atmosphere, I
fastened those words over the vegetation the animal kingdom the bird family the
human family. I fasten this word upon every living creature that moves upon the
face of the earth now. I declare that they will begin to pass unfailingly.
I declare that even as Your word says husband will release their wives. And
as there are released, they will go forth as champions producers. I declare every
one of these women released now. Even this one as point of contact I declare you
released now to enter your place of becoming a champion producer. Let the
champion producer anointing be released upon your life. Let the anointing of the
Esther the anointing of the Deborah of Lydia that must be release upon your life
be released right now in Jesus’ Name.
Let the Esther come forth let the Deborah come froth, let the Lydia come
forth. Every other pattern every other calling, every other grace that God has not
mentioned but these are supposed to be samples of, I declare activated now. In
Jesus Name. Go forth in this your might and establish the counsel of God. I
I declare as many as are supposed to be billionaires are ushered into those
billions right now. As many as are to enter into anything that God ordained for
you , the wealth that no man saw will begin to be out-doored from this day in
Jesus Name. All of a sudden the beautify that man never saw will begin to come
forth.
I declare from this day those that had been despised by loved ones,
whether husband or sibling or families tonight has become the night they begin
to esteem you highly from this night you are ushered into your place. In Jesus
Name. Those of you who are down trodden you arising into your place in God.
you are rising into your place in life into your place in this season, in this
generation , into your place in history, in the Name of Jesus Christ.
And from this day, just like there was a type in one of those testimony so
shall it come to pass that people that did not want to hear your name before will
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call you and say come and help us. We declare that done in Jn. Even beyond our
wildest imagination according to God’s mighty power that is at work within you
in Jesus Name.
I declare from this night you healing has also come. Your release has come,
there is somebody actually 3 of you who had problem with your lungs. One of
you said pneumonia, they said it’s a terrible one but healing has come now. We
can go and check with the doctor you realize its gone in Jesus Name. Every other
thing that is contrary to God in your system we declare flashed out in Jesus Name
as part of you release tonight. Go forth in this you might in Jesus name.
Now for the husbands you know you can lay hands on your wives right
now, and as you lay hand on them you also receive your release because you are
championship begins immediately. For those who do not have husband you just
remain down there and then the rest of us will stretch our hand toward you and
release you. If you have a man you can trust, you can go to that man. I have
repeated it more than four times and I am serious about that Before somebody
possesses you. Glory to God forever more. I don’t take God’s things lightly. I take
them seriously. Somebody I asking what if the man I can trust is married? Its not
about his possessing you but will pray over you so because those am going to
pray over I am not possessing them. I have my own wife here. If your husband Is
not here no challenge. I have already said you will all stand here so that I can
pray. But also your husband if here you go and meet him and let him release you.
All men please stand unless you have your wife by you. Just stretch your hands
this way.
Father tonight by the release of the bridegroom of all bridegrooms, the
LORD Jesus Christ. We declare these ones released in to their place of producing
champions from this night every champion you must produce I declare you are
released to produce that champion. From this night you will know the champion
that is supposed to be in your life.
For those of you who the champion have abdicated their responsibility and
left tonight we call them back to position. We are not calling them back to come
and oppress you, to come and misbehave, or to go and be gallivanting and back
to truancy. We call them back to position in Jesus name. every man from this
night, we declare no man shall hold you to ransom. In Jesus name.
Using you as point of contact, I declare you released from any man that has
held you to ransom and from this night let the justice of God release you from
justice in JN. I declare from this night, that God himself will reconfigure and
reorder everything and bring you to the place that it has anything to do with that
person, that person will run back quickly if not, he will have been overtaken in
Jesus Name.
And God will give you a sign before the end of 2012, very clearly. I will be
surprised if you did not already have wedding plans or even having met in 2012.
I declare that settled and as I used her as point of contact I declare as many as
are ordained to marry get married, and the enemy has sat upon your
relationship tonight, he is overthrown in Jesus Name.
From this night you are ushered into the place of making the difference that
god ordained for you to make in Jesus Name. From this night the man that was
supposed to find you will find you. I declare from this night that you will end up
with the right place the right position, the doing everything God’s way and
nothing outside of that. in Jesus Name.
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For those of you who are not supposed to marry I declare you shall not
make the mistake of marrying. In Jesus Name. And those that have been
pressurizing you to marry we declare from this night that they will be held back
in Jesus Name. We place a divine restraint on them in Jesus name.
We declare that if there is any man in your life that is not supposed to be
there is cut out of you life we severe every cord or connection between you and
that man in Jesus Name. We declare this settled according to God original plan
and purpose in the name of the most excellent name of Jesus and all the people
say Amen. SHALOM to you. So immediately you will come for the emblems of the
communion and I believe they will give you the rest of the directions.
YEAR 2012 PROPHECIES PART 2
01/01/2012 Rev. Abu Bako
This might be one of the most crucial messages you ever heard in your
life. Imagine having the clock work for you. Imagine having every moment, every
second, every minute, every hour, every watch, every day, every week, every
month, every year, every decade, every century, every millennium and the whole
of time work for you. It is important that people listen to God. What are you
saying LORD? What will you have me do? I asked people to come on 31st and 1st. I
did not as at that time know the details of the 1st but the LORD said it was
important. It’s an important time.
If you have ever listened to God before you better listen very well. The
reason is, if every second starts working for you, then that is it. Your challenge is
finished. Basically, what do we call that which measures time? Chronometer.
There are others that measure what you do within time like taxi-meter, or
speedometer depending on whether you are in aviation industry or road or
odometer
When it comes to the aspect of time, you have something that is beyond
chronos. Before I go into that let us go into basic things. What do you call where
you fix appointments? A calendar. What runs the calendar? What is a calendar?
What does it mean?
The word “calendrium” from which you get the word calendar
means book of accounts. In essence what you are saying is that it is an
account written concerning time. It’s dealing with chronos which is a Greek
word for time in terms of quantities. Schedules are under chronos. The one that
God deals with is called Kairos. Kairos is different. Chronos is clock time. it has
to do with schedules but kairos time you are talking about the opportune
time, appointed time; that particular time that is so unique that is impactful. It becomes a life transforming experience.
So the difference between calendrium and chronos kairos, calendrium is
an account. God can use calendar but he does not operate within Chronos,
he operates in kairos. Matt 13 were wayside hearers. They heard but did not
understand and it no ask to understand. They went away and nothing profited
them.
God operates with calendar because there is a book written on your
life. You can have a job but it is the experience on the job which you acquire that
becomes kairos time on that job. You may be at a service and you listen to a
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certain message and there are many things are said. But then there are one
or two words that really hit you. That moment in the entire service became
your kairos time of encounter…. There is an appointed time for you. God has a
calendar but it is not limited to the chronos. It is eternal in nature.
Gen 1:1-the first day. In terms of the chronos time that God operates
His kairos, He decided to call the first unit, day. But within the unit there
are subdivisions. We now see how it can work for us and how He appointed it
to work for us. Everyone of them has an appointment from God to work. We see
the scriptures in a moment. There was evening and morning the first day.
V8: second day, v13 third day v19 fourth day, 23 fifth day 31 sixth day.
According to 2:1-3. God put a time limit for a week. From that time there is
always only been one week. For everything he did it was all in one week. All
you will do in life will be done in one week. You live for one week. Its only a
repetition.
How many hours are there in one day? If you are talking about day, then
its 24 hours but daytime is 12 hours (Joh 11:9).
It means that there are 12 hours in the day light time and then 12 hours in
the night. God believes in hours. They had watches. 2kin …:20 Isaiah is asking
Hezekiah should it go 10 degrees? The sun is already going that way. So lets
make it go back. The Babylonians and Mayans had very good calendars.
The OT understood the clock. Anything God does not only endures
forever but becomes a standard for all people groups. It does not matter
what language, background or experience when it comes to time it’s the
same 24 hours. You could be Moslem, Christian, Zoroastrian, shintoist
everything is the same. It is from God. the 24 hours is not about someone
having a clock. It has to do with the earth and the solar system.
Psalm 19.1-throughout all the earth. Its gone throughout all the earth.
There is no single part unaffected by that line. That line is called the ecliptic. That
line is the imaginary line the sun goes through every day but when it comes to
the ecliptic of the heavens it goes through once a year.
V3-14 – Going back 10 degrees what is happening? Acc to Josh 10
something happened and in 1969 Apollo 11 became the first successful meeting ..
Neil Armstrong came to Nigeria and said it was because of the bible that he
stepped on the moon. There is always lost time between synchronizing the lunar
model. Somebody remembered that they had been taught the sun standing still
and the moon. Where? They went to library and discovered in Joshua they did
not have to go too ar. 10. They realized time was almost a whole day and the next
thing happened they tried the simulating and realized that the time missing is
23.40minutes. so where did the 40 minutes come from? Hezekiah’s dial. It set
back time by 10 degrees. 4 minutes per degree so 10 degree is 40 minutes. How
many degrees in the cycle that goes round the elliptic path? 360 degrees. It
means there are 1440 minutes which make up for 24 hours.
If my enemies can use my times they can affect me. If I pay for your
time between 9-5pm don’t I control you? I control what you can do. I didn’t
pay for you. I only paid for your time. if you do something else during that
time I can sack you. You can have 24 hours as chronos or 24 hours as
kairos. Many have 24 hours as chronos but not kairos. There is no
important encounter and there is special appointment and the time has an
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appointment with me because God has appointed that time. if I can control
time I can control various behavioural pattern.
God will instruct time; Psalm 31:15…
That is why in terms of words that are supposed to be spoken they
must be spoken in the appointed time. That is how you start speaking a
word in season (Isa 50:4). There are seasonable words. When it comes to
living then you live not by bread alone but every rhema that proceeds for the
mouth of God. If he is in control, the Kairos within the chronos will have
impact. When we go to genesis when it comes to time, when it comes for
words in season, when those words are spoken they are a catalyst for any
angels to begin to act. The second hand may be a signal for some angels.
In terms of ruling the times; the bodies put in the heavens are the sun,
moon and stars. I know one person whose name was Deborah. It is supposed
to be the year of Esther Deborah and Lydia. God is raising Deborah who will
understand the times. they are not the sons of Issachar but they know how
to make star fight in their courses against Sisera. There is a kairos time.
Moses knew what to do every time. He could address all creation. (Deut 32:1-2)
Joshua 10:10-12: the LORD in whose hands the times are, had to tell him
where the signal was.
That means that in this case the moment sun stand still and the sun other
parts of creation will hear the voice from the altar. Hab 3:11-13. If things are not
in place, the right time may be missed. The kairos time. speak a word in season.
If the season is gone you may speak but no impact
There are many whose voices are not being heard. There are people who
the moment they speak it reverberates all throughout the universe.
From this day I enter my place in God in life in this season in this
generation in history . I receive the voice God made me to have. The voice of the
LORD sounding through me. My voice shall be heard, it shall take hold of the
earth, the universe my voice shall go through the land, sea heaven all part of
creation and through time in the name of the LORD Jesus Christ.
There are angels for every hour. There I something glorious happening in
my life every hour. How will they slay? With a drawn sword. David, Ezekiel all
saw angels with drawn sword. They carry stones, spears, swords. Rev 18:20-21
there are angels that have inkhorns that mark people.
There are city angels which are in charge of entire city and apart from
those there are angels that are in charge of the city plan. When they have to mark
things for destruction they do so. In their own case they make you for
preservation not destruction (Ezek 9:1-begin at my sanctuary). When you
understand what God is saying then literally the clock will work for you.
Calendars will work for you.
The sun and moon will fight in their courses against those who want to
eliminate you. Its about God’s purpose. Its no more about me but anything that
want to stand against God purposes I watch. But before I do that I am sighing,
crying about the community city nation and continent and various aspects.
Many are used to traditional chronos as against the kairos. All those three
altars will speak. One thing the LORD said on the new moon in every month
that we do the memorial offering. It does not matter which day it falls on
but the people should gather and do the memorial offering.
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God said there should be a memorial offering every month. Numbers
28: and numb 10:10 and God said we should be raising an altar of wealth
which we are raising. Not money but wealth. Money is one of the results of
wealth. God is about to release that in abundance. Take it seriously and
raise that altar. Family and personal altars should speak in your life on
daily basis.
Psalm 40:7-8, heb 10:5-10; hereafter it shall make difference because
from today your life will become a statement of glory and it shall be most
relevant to the purposes of God’s kingdom. You shall be an expression of
God’s favour on earth. Everywhere you go you are expression of power and
miracles, counsel, wisdom, understanding, covenant. You will be a
covenant statement from God on earth, an expression of revelation
knowledge in JESUS’ NAME. We declare everywhere you go you are
expression of might of God, glory of God honour of God favour of God
blessing of God in Jesus name. tonight a night beginning of new manifestation
in your life and through your life. you are an expression of favour of God power
of God and fear of the LORD that bring life and wealth and longevity of life, you
self will become the point of agreement between heaven and hearth by reason of
thing that speak through you. You will be a signal for the clock to be a signal to
others.
Rev 9: its from one altar where things come from. Where is control tower
of universe? Rev 8:3-5. There is voice of silence. Your blood has a voice. Every
cell of your being has a voice (abel). I went to Maryland and in 1999 speaking
and a lady said I know that this particular week at John Hopkins university they
discovered there is a different voice registration in term of the we on computer. I
am hearing you speaking even though its yet to be released. I said I had been
talking about this even five years ago.
It means when the voices begin to speak there were voices thundering
lightning and an earthquake to shift things in place. Everything that is not in
place by the thundering earthquakes and lightning there shall be shifting on the
earth. When you hear of earthquakes thundering flooding and weather changing
just know the season is changing in your favour. Many people get perturbed.
When it comes to the floods the LORD will be enthroned over the floods. My God
is getting enthroned as kind over the flood.
Psalm 40: there was an altar but the voice came and when the 6th angel
sounded there as the voice of a trumpet… voices are many but none is without
significance. There could be voice of the wind…. Even the voice of wrath. So there
was voice of the trumpet. When sixth angel sound. There was a diff voice from
four horns which is before God which is from the sixth angels to say loose the
angels. It was to signify loosing of 4 angles. The four angels were supposed to …
their release was supposed to signal something else.
The voice is silenced contained, snuffed out. Haven’t you read David
saying snuff out their voices. And you shout and nobody is hearing you. Some of
you have heard such dreams where you shout and scream and no body is hearing
you. I
I declare that your voice is being restored my voice shall be herd. Let my
voice go through the earth. In Jesus name. he says the voice walks throughout the
earth. In gen 3 they heard the voice of the LORD walking thru the garden. Your
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voice will walk throughout the earth and universe. Every single part of the
universe, every segment, section of universe that is supposed to have
signalled form my voice from this day my voice and receivers activated in
Jesus name. for everyone voice it possible for a radio station to be
broadcasting if there is no receiver that has that wavelength they will not
hear anything. If there is no receiver they wont hear you. Let every receiver
activate where it is supposed to be activated concerning my voice
throughout our family, neighbourhood cities clan nation. My voice shall be
heard throughout the universe wherever it supposed to e heard. God has
set receivers in place. .. there will be a signal that time tested time bound
and time configured things esp those that are like time bombs to be set off
when you are supposed to be set off. There is a reconstruction overhauling
in line with the word of the LORD. These voices will be heard. Our voices
will end up with right receivers from this night in JESUS’ NAME.
Many are speaking but nobody is listening as if I have not said
anything. Let God cause your voice to be heard in JESUS’ NAME. The aspect
of voices from the altar, there is something imbedded that is part of their
voice. Money can speak for you. Did you know that? somebody gets money
and say go and say this on my behalf.
It means that from now on everyone should understand that
everyone of these altars is going to be speaking. Then….. the angel sounded
but four horns spoke, one voice. Then four angels were to be loosed by that
trumpet sound. Sometimes you might be praying here but your answer is not
even here. so why don’t you pray what he says you should pray. When you do, it
shall release something from Alaska or Russia or Siberia or Afghanistan, Kabul.
The moment it is God it makes the difference because he is God. then anything
that need to be released shall be released.
Four horns spoke at the same time with one voice. Then the horns said
loose the angels. And they were loosed from just one river. There are angels
working for you which need to be released. Even the ones which their time is
overdue we declare them released for to slay the third part of men.
Every tick of the clock will be a signal because there is a signal showing
that particular hour day and year of certain angels which are supposed to be
released. They were to slay a third of men.
Psa 40:3…..Lo in the book it is written of me… calendrium… is there a
sequence of your life that was already written? I pray that the calendar of my life
will be recovered tonight. It will be reopened and will be executed from this day.
Nothing outside but only that which God has programmed
There is a book that has to do with title deed of the universe .Ther is book
that burns bitter in the stomach but it is my portion for contribution to the
..universe.. remember Rev 10:6-8. There was an angel that came and when the
seven thunders came…… seal up those thing which the seven thunder have
shuttered…. Open book in his hands…what was the book for? V8 – what was
the little book meant for? It was meant for John. There is a book open
meant for you. It is about the particular situation which you are meant to
address. V9. Take it and eat it. v10. It does not matter how many people,
nations , language, tongues kings tribes one thing God is saying things will
begin to call for us. Kings presidents sultans emperors who will call if or us
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and its only you who will have the kairos word the seasonable word. I am
saying tonight this is what is there. Here I am . I have come. In the volume
of the book its written of me and there is a book that I have. There is a book
we came out with the book because there is scroll written. That is because
we are carrying that particular scroll.
The angel brought a book beyond the one you brought. The one you
brought has your job description and personal dealings. There is a
calendar that is with God books were opened. Every book has its own
purposes. It has part of the calendar meant for execution from 2012-2016
that we are praying about.
Your voice, that particular book, you are supposed to eat,
everywhere you prophecy everything you need to touch, every impact you
re to make, every nation that your voice, will walk throughout the earth
and make impact where It was meant. You will be transformed. Everything
that is to call for you will call for you. Every single continent will call for
you.
I will not hear voice of the foolish, even if they shout on top of the roots I
will not hear. I will hear perceive comprehend and respond to where I am
supposed to hear from. Every altar in my spirit, sound, soul, every altar in my
body and physical life and my finances there is a realignment of those altar with
the golden altar. Anything that is not in line I declare it taken away.
Let God rise and let His enemy be scattered. As smoke is driven before the
wind as wax melt before the fire let them melt before the LORD. I arise and shine
for light is come see darkness covers the earth and thick darkness the people.
But the LORD has arisen over me and his glory shall be seen over my life.
Tonight is night of transformation and transfiguration and reconstruction,
reconstitution, reconditioning, overhauling. A night of your promotion your
being shot forth from womb of God. Your tongue will begin to receive the
necessary expression of the prophetic word coming forth.
I prophecy the prophetic word. My tongue is the pen of a skilful writer. I
declare from this day everywhere I go God will write from creation upon every
part of creation… every part of creation that must hear your voice will hear your
voice. Nothing shall sit on your voice any longer, your teachers shall not be
hidden your voice will not be hidden any longer, plucked out any longer, I
declare the receiver activated. Let every alarm in your spirit, soul body be
activated now in Jesus Christ and activation is by trumpet of the angels. Voice
from the four horns will utter what need to be uttered.
There will be a speech to angels that will release 4 angels they will release
a billion or 7 billion. I declare there shall be a multiplication of angel that must
carry those words. From this night the release of the voice of the LORD upon the
water of our lives family tribe clan neighbourhood city and nation Logos-Rhema.
every single directorate department’s I declare a fastening of this word upon
you. In JESUS’ NAME. Let God rise …
It’s a year of specificity productivity and creativity. A year of
intensification of shaking here is a further weakening of Europe. Those
who are here end of last year God said the first 3 weeks you will see and
even the Euro will be dealt with and quite a few things are yet coming.
PROPHETIC WORDS FOR THE GATES
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Family
Concerning family God is releasing things to family in special way. He says
this is the year he is bringing family into their place in his program. That is diff
from being restored. God is restoring family into their place in his program
He is bringing families to place of relevance to issue on earth so people
have to get back to family to understand certain things that society does not
understand anymore. He will cause family to become the point of reference.
Help us to experience a family being a point of reference. He will make family
point of reference for society he will restore family
Nations that will give attention to strengthen family institution and
family values will make head way and lot of progress. God want to promote
nations that are in line with his kairos time. in term of season its season for
family to take centre stage.
Government will be important but family will inform things that
government will do in terms of effectiveness efficiency influence and
impact. (focus on family). Thus God said he will use Africa to produce pattern
in areas like economically educationally governmentally. Thus its important for
policy makers, and those who end up as lawmakers to think of ways .. dealing
with issue of homosexuality in 2011. You saw laws being passed against . some
were passing law were having lesbian and homosexual in their own home and
said the people should be arrested if they continue because God is doing His own
thing. It was a sign that He wants to strengthen family. He said family
should hold communion together. Agree on time of day when you should
hold communion. It shall be something you share something and agree on
altar you are raising to the LORD as family. You renew that covenant and
renew the altar on monthly basis during the new moon. It an be that the
day you come to fellowship ground you do at home or night before which is
alright. In term of reckoning of time its is till the same day
New moon there shall be raising of corporate altar. God want to raise an
altar and that is time for memorial offering. Its memorial offering first born will
bring it. I asked him which one he says take this and that and mix them and bring
a memorial. I am only helping you get your own memorial.
Belief system
God will make difference between that which is crooked and what is
straight. Those who are standing with him, those who are not standing with him,
honouring him and those not, those standing with him, committed to him,
devoted to him and not devoted to him. He will make a difference. You must
make sure you are dedicated and devoted to God committed to God honouring
God and making sure you are standing upright with God because if there was
ever been a year you should be there are areas you should not compromise
think as he would think and to thinking with old way of thinking. This is the way
it’s done culturally The way reason will teach me to do it.
Many things that people have done out of reason and they missed
God. What reason tell you vs what God is telling you… your mindset must
change. Your mentality must change. Do what God is showing you. There
are things which are like taking a risk of losing you reputation, job, and
business. with that mindset people will be converted to you. Initially they
fight you and then do what is in line with God’s purpose. When it comes to
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aspect of certain belief system there is further weakening of those belief
system in term of religion. Some are receiving a death blow. Like Islam and
more and more of that…. by 2014 it will be evident that he has dealt with
death blow
Government
God has said by 2016 people will come to ask how to run nations
from Africa. He said right from onset of 2012 things will happen that
people will come to learn about patterns of government economy and
education. There shall be pattern of governance developed on continent of
Africa; one thing He wants to do in 2012 as Africa is to go back and Ask God
for the original pattern that were redemptive gift that we contribute to the
rest of the world.
Ask for redemptive gift so there might be certain practices for
governance, leadership ruling that Africa has originally indigenously that
are redemptive gift as redemptive contribution. God take them back and
see where they fit into pattern of governance that God want to carve out as
fresh for the rest of the nations to copy. Let the nations hear very clearly.
One reason why there will be shakings in nations that you never thought
will be shaken is because He want them to begin to reach out to Him. Every
nation that has boasted in term of her governmental system God is going to
shake. This particular one is going to be an 18-24 month period. He will be
shaking those nations. So they know there is more to life and governance and
leadership than what they know. That is reason why it appeared that you know
for Nigeria Ghana and South Africa, certain things have been shaken and
being changed but it is prayer that will make the difference. As many as
are wiling to reach out to God and ask Him will see changes that willing to
take place in government.
In Rwanda remember I think in 2009, God said Rwanda, Burundi, and
DRC he was going to fashion some things a new. Rwanda is already history. Now
people are going to learn various things from Rwanda concerning government.
There are certain things that have to do with Burundi and all that. it appears that
my wife says something somebody has sent and wanted read…
“and the LORD said come. And we sat upon a kind of mini surf board on
Atlantic. God said this is why those who walk with me will not be swayed. The
ocean can carry a person on its tide to destruction he said let us go. We walked
on the ocean beside a ship or two. He said Atta mills has 3 wrong people
surrounding him. One is a viper another a python. I found myself in Israel
with him just after he said lets go to Israel. He talked about a land there
which we stood together being desolate. He asked me to speak life to it. we
came back inside to Logos-Rhema in auditorium.
The LORD said 10 nations will come and ask for help from LogosRhema therefore we should get it right. We went to Congo he said this war
conflict will end in 3 years. I will crash their heads and shame them. Three
men responsibly for what Is going on there will experience this then we
came back… WHEN HE SAID GET IT RIGHT HE MEANT LET US PUT OUR
HOUSE IN ORDER.
Concerning president Atta Mills of Ghana. Some of the people
surrounding people around him there are things God said concerning
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Ghana beyond election that have to do with dealing with certain issues.
There were supposed to have been 3 plots and 2 of them were supposed to
be hanging this year. God said he will deal with them. None of those things
will touch him. It does not matter what anybody has placed only the counsel of
the LORD shall stand. Politically there are shifting taking place because of
strategic positioning.
There are 5 head of state especially those who will listening to God.
Since Atta Mills has been mentioned let me say here, it is time for him to
make sure he prays those psalms we talked about earlier for people. Psalm
72, 98 on daily basis people pray for him and there will be another psalm
that is meant for his ears only. He will be one of the 5 people if he gets it
right or God will give somebody else the opportunity.
There will be 5 heads of state that will become like the beacon that
people can look up to as lights, as examples. They will be points of
reference for the whole world. Four of them will come from this continent.
It is important for us to make sure we do our homework well especially
those who pray and some of you are supposed to be surrounding them
spiritually. THAT IS WHY WE MUST HAVE PRAYER TOWER FOR POLITICAL
OFFICE HOLDERS AND OFFICES.
There are certain things you heard about Africa, about the west, which
have stood with Europe and America Russia and Asia. God spoke about china and
the shaking of china that is beginning etc. and some things that are weakened
in china. God want china to begin to turn to him. The challenge is that it
appears the body is not ready. The Middle East the body was not ready for
what God wanted. Watch the Middle-East as you know some of the things in
to intensify in some of the nations in just 3 months you will see there will
be a stabilization now especially, if the body gets it right. So that now there
shall be a take off of the new Middle East God is talking about. If not it
might take another 6 months after the three that is 9 months before things
settle. When he talks of stabilization there might be some people elected in
office who have to leave office in Middle East. There will be more shaking and
some uncertainties.
As for Americas South America, it is time for South America to begin to
rise into her place economically but politically things have to be gotten right.
God is waiting for the Ecclesia to begin to set patterns in South America.
As for Caribbean God has prepared them for some time but this is the
time that they must begin to come together. Politically they have done some
tings economically they have done some things but religiously they have not
been together. God said to me, It’s time for Caribbean to get together to do
spiritual things and things with such grace and anointing that they will
show Caribbean the way out. They are currently in the doldrums. I see Haiti
being brought to a shine within the next 1.5-2years. But what will happen
when the Caribbean do their homework Haiti will be helped to be one of
the examples that God is bringing.
Asia by the way Japan Korea and you notice I said Korea and not
north or south, because some things will begin to take place over the next
3-5 years that will bring some changes…Japan Korea China Philippines
Malaysia Singapore are nations to watch. They shall be the ones doing certain
things in tandem with what God is doing in Africa. Indonesia because of the
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oppression of the spirit of Islam will rise once the Body of Christ begins to
rise. There is so much that nation has that could release many nations in
the islands all the way to Tonga and Samoa.
Economy
In term of the aspect of the economy God has already said this is the year
that his people will rise into their place economically. I want to make sure I do
my homework well so I rise in my place economically. Ask what the LORD want
me to do so I am in my place. This is the year that also Africa will begin to
rise in many respects. Things that had not been discovered will be
discovered. I want you to know there will be new discoveries still. God said last
year there were so many discoveries. There will be more discoveries and
some species of animals that had gone extinct shall be rediscovered. People
will wonder where did they come from where did they surface from? We shall
say it’s the LORD doing and marvellous in our hand.
God will cause us to have witty inventions. That is in science and
technology. because of that there will be certain thing we shall get from
animal that no other part of the world will be able to get (free range
chicken and cancer). If I am in animal husbandry who know some people
international Institute for Trypanotolerance there are things God will help them
discover (Gambia). They will be useful for human and other species of beings
because of what God will show. They will discover though animals.
Because of that, God will push Africa economically forward even in agric
there are certain thing that have to do with vegetation and animals that will put
Africa in the lead. Important for us to make sure we do our homework as far as
that is concerned.
One thing you should do for your business is set aside at least 3 days
in a month to pray for businesses include yours and do not limited to yours.
So that which you sow will be reaped. There will be a harvest. We talked
about time and spoke about Gen 8:20 seedtime and harvest. There are things,
which will continue to happen, and God will continue to cause you to do that.
Education
New pattern of education which God is doing on this continent even
others will come to learn. Emphasise more and more on the right education,
transformational sustainable education that transforms the persons but
environment and society. It will even begin to have new education policy that
are fashioned in that direction . That is what God want to fashion in 2012 so
that by 2016 people will come to learn new pattern of education. not only
will it happen in this continent. Some will happen in Central America and parts
of south America especially educational system for prisons. They will
outdoor new educational system for prisons (Bolivia) It will be very
important.
Security systems there are from continent of Africa Asia and from
central and south America that will come together, culminate and do a new
thing. Thus the ecclesia must network in that respect. Those who have schools
should being to network in 2012. Some of the things we talk about that we
have not done yet let us do them in 2012. Within the next 2 or 2.5 years God
will bring such schools to a shine. Those whom God spoke to start schools
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please start. If you don’t have what it takes start with the little you can do
and God will surprise you with the rest.
5 people will start universities. Apart from that God is also saying
Science and Technology
God will outdoor some new ways of doing things that will cause
people to ask, how come we did not know we can use this simple thing for such?
That is why he talked of witty inventions. Apart from that, medically there are
things that people had known. Things to be discovered by the rest of the world
He is waiting for you to be strategically position before they discover so
they automatically come to you. There are many who kept hearing and are
not practicing. He cannot continue to wait for ever there are many who are
being destroyed.
In terms of weather patterns there will be all kind of changes (snow
in rift valley Kenya). And sometimes there will be confusing for some people.
All things that are happening the floods, land slides, all those other issues,
because God said there shall be a shaking of the bellies of the earth. He did
not say belly but bellies. It could be in the sea, right on the land, it could be in the
atmosphere as its part of the earth. If you see some thundering and all kind of
things its just shaking. Its for the purpose of desire of all nations being looked
for.
There is a building technology that had been known by our ancestor
that God will restore. I already know in the physical there is a building being
put up at airport res area that will not use air conditioning. However, what God
will bring will beat even that one. So its important for those who are into real
estate and all that and by the way for real estate, what God said was that those
who have lands, ask him which lands you should concentrate he want you
to concentrate on. Some you want to sell to buy others and those which are
strategic even though they don’t look strategic to man. It might be in the
bush somewhere but it might be strategic because there might be something
under it. so you better be sure to hear from the LORD before you move. He said
to me things that people struggle to do before, they will not struggle because the
clock will be speaking for them. Even paying for lands, don’t worry about
money. He might show you what to do and you may never use one cent out
of your pocket.
Media
God said He told you there was going to be shaking of the media
exposure of those who are corrupting the media you saw Rupert Murdoch
well and wikileaks, but wait and see. There are certain things that have been
hidden that have been by virtue of people working together between the
part that be in governance and those in media that will be exposed. Beyond
that God will being to set new patterns with truth in the media that is why its
important for those who are people of God to do things with truth
Arts sport and Culture
Then He also talked about the aspect of arts sports and culture. Many
people are preparing for London Olympics. That is where people of African
descent will begin to set new records in every respect. But that will just be
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the sign that the culture that is in line with God is the one that should be looked
at and looked for.
Raising altars
It is important to know that God said we raise three altars - Personal
altar, then family altar of covenant. By virtue of that which has to do with
taking communion, but not just that, but bringing the family before the LORD in
covenant and offering the entire family and any ember if there is anything that
any member wants to correct then some of you who had weakened your spouses
this Ii the time for being strengthened. Some of you don’t want your husbands
to be weak but by the very things you say to them you have weakened them
but God wants them to be restored to their championship. Altar of burnt
offering for both individual family corporately business and if it comes to
that aspect burnt offering and fellowship offering
On monthly basis I shall bring before the LORD. Today that is the altar
of memorial offering. So God called it a memorial offering. The three altars are
personal altar, then family altar covenant, corporate altar that is burnt and
fellowship offering called memorial offering altar.
Memorial offering just as you renew the altar of incense on daily
basis and at least once a month, make sure you have a time with the LORD
and I would recommend the 4th day of week. There is no hard and fast rule
maybe the 1st week of the month or after the new moon. Your own day of your
birth when you fast, set apart some time to fellowship and renew the
covenant over your life and some thing you share tonight so they begin to
speak into your life at least once a month.
Apart from that family we said you make sure you get together every
week for communion and you are also bringing a memorial offering before
the LORD, by the end of the month as new moon comes you bring to
fellowship centre wherever you are, we are not looking for money we just
want to do what God wants.
Then that prayer will be prayed and there will be renewal of covenant on
that altar of memorial offering. Once its memorial, God will remember you. Noah
gave memorial offering to God and fellowship and burnt offering and God
gave covenant with al creation because of that memorial offering. God said
never again…There are things you suffer you will never suffer again. In
families there are families that will be corrected.
They have been perpetually dislocated but this year they will be
corrected perpetually. There are 7 young ladies how wanted to marry and
they have been wanting to marry. There has been confusion over your life.
Different voices speaking into your life from this night that confusion is
clear. You will hear clearly and the right person will come and anybody
that is poking his nose into your life that is not of God I declare removed. .
in Jesus name.
You will get married to the right person In JESUS’ NAME. I declare at
least 5 of you will get married this year in JESUS’ NAME and when you get
married don’t forget to give as testimony. On that note we want to pray for our
daughters and wives.
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For tonight this thing is simply the aspect that has to do with activating
them into rulership. So wherever you are supposed to be exercising God’s
dominion you are being activated into that. So every wife, stand by your
husband.
For men who have their wives or daughters touch each head. If there are
other daughter just touch their heads. As you touch them I declare them
released into their place of dominion in JESUS’ NAME. As long as you are a
woman receive your release now in JESUS’ NAME.
EVERY ALTAR THAT SHOULD ECHO YOUR VOICE THROUGHOUT THE
UNIVERSE IS BEING ACTIVATED. THAT IS HOW YOU ARE BEING USHERED
INTO 2012.
For this cause I bow my knees to you father of Jesus Christ of whom the ..
is names. As you have activated your people into their places of dominion
beginning with the women, we declare the men activated now into their place of
dominion. We declare champions released now in JESUS’ NAME. LORD because
you said for this one, I should pray for the activation of the altars so I
declare every altar that must be a repeater station that will echo the voices
of your people echo my voice the voices of the member of our family, the
voice of Logos-Rhema echo any voice here or represented here. Let such
altars be activated right now in Jesus’ name From this night that no voice
shall be silent any longer as long as its appointed of you. I declare that our
voices shall ring throughout the entire universe. We give you praise and
glory because we know its done according to the original purposes according to
Jesus Christ.. all people said Amen.
Now I am praying final prayer that is still very relevant. We fasted for
strategic positioning or repositioning for impact and influence. Every
position that you are supposed to moved into tat you still are not moved
into after this prayer I declare an adjustment. I declare divine
repositioning divine realigning. You are realigned now in Jesus’ name. I
declare replacement where there Is need for replacement and let your spring
and fountain in God begin to shoot forth. Amen. Everything that is God ordained
lying dormant is activated from this night you will hear what he want you to hear
and will do what he want you to do and your life will be one of a transformer
everywhere you go in Jesus’ name.
I declare the mystery of the deep that calls unto deep released to
speak now in your life in JESUS’ NAME. I declare from this night that your life in
2012 will be a life of celebrating the faithfulness of God. Even like God said
concerning the election of Ghana that he would give us election that will
bring him glory so shall it be that even things that might cause
apprehensions and agitations will still end up giving God glory in your life
in JESUS’ NAME. From this night every thing that hitherto had become like
immovable rock or mountain will become plain for you in JESUS’ NAME. I declare
from this night that God will give you such wisdom and such divinely inspired
ideas that things that look like insurmountable mountain will become little
molehills in Jesus’ name.
Because of that by divinely inspired ideas you shall end up with such
great wealth, that by time you end 2012, people will wonder are you sure you
did not do anything underhandedly? It shall be said it is the LORD doing and
marvellous in our eyes.
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We declare strategic position now by the body of Jesus Christ that was
broken even as we are all one body but members in particular so shall it be that
none shall miss their position in JESUS’ NAME. Because of the blood of Jesus
every blood relation spiritually in the realm of the soul in the physical that need
to be established blood of Jesus that speak better thing that blood of Abel will
speak through our bloodstream to every land we go. From this night we become
divine adjustments. You are not being adjusted. You have become divine
adjustment.
In your family community clan tribe and nation in JESUS’ NAME. We
declare the continent will see us as divine adjustment and the universe where we
can bring adjustment including various part of the planet we submit ourselves
tonight.. You said one thing people had lost was a sharpness in the spirit some
had lost the cutting edge in prayer.
You say tonight there will be restoration. As they partake emblem of
restoration as part of the resurrection power that is in the blood of Jesus that
brought him back from the dead being activated and operated in the people let
there be release of restoration for everyone of them. I declare that settled
according to God’s original plan and purposes Amen.
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